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Abstract

The Higgs sector structure of the left right model i investigated. The coupling constants
of the physical Higgs bosons are expressed in terms of the oscillation prameters of the heavy
neutrinos. The electroweak corrections to the value of te anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon coming from the Higgs bosons axe found.

It is shown that in the LRM the motion of the light neutrino flux in matter is described within
the hybrid three-neutrino scheme, namely, the neutrino scillations+ the non standard neutrino
interactions, caused by the Higgs sector. These non standard contributions may considerably
change the matter potential compared with the SM prediction. Therefore, the analysis of the
(g - 2, anomaly and the oscillations of the light neutrinos in matter could be used to constrain
the parameters of the heavy neutrinos.
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1. Introduction

At present our knowledge about the Higgs sector structure is very poor. In the best case we

only have the bounds on such parameters of the physical Higgs bosons as the masses MH, the

coupling constants aH or, which is more frequent, quantities of the type a2 /M2 . It shouldH H

be noted that the current data have carried the masses of many additional (compared to SM)

particles away the electroweak scale. As for the Higgs bosons some of them could still have the

mass in the region of about 100 GeV. For example, the present limit on the singly charged Higgs

boson mass is 71.5 Gev [1], while the current lower bound on the doubly charged Higgs boson

mass obtained by OPAL Collaboration is 98.5 GeV 2 So, it is reasonable to investigate the

Higgs sector structure of the different SM extensions and define its influence on particle physics

phenomena at the electroweak scale.

In this work we shall try to show how some highlights of the 2003 particle physics look from

the point of view of the model with the extended Higgs sector. We shall concentrate on two

such phenomena, namely, the (g - 2, anomaly and the neutrino oscillations.

2. The Higgs sector structure

Among the extensions of the SM the left-right models (LRM's) are of special interest. The

reasons for that are as follows.

1. The LRM's offer a dynamical solution to the parity violation of weak interaction.

2. The Higgs sector of the LRM's contains the elements belonging to other most popular

nowadays models. For example, the presence of the bidoublet in the LRM causes the existence

of the same physical Higgs bosons as in the two Higgs doublet modification of the SM and in

the MSSM. Owing to the availability of the triplets the LRM has the Higgs bosons which are

present in the model based on the SU(3)L X U(1)N gauge group.

3. One more fascinating property of the LRM resides in the fact that the LRM belongs among

the models in which the Higgs bosons coupling constants (CC's) determining the interaction

of the Higgs bosons both with leptons and with gauge bosons are connected to the neutrino

sector parameters (NSP's). Therefore, in such models the obtained bounds on the Higgs sector

parameters could be extended to the bounds on the NSP's as well.

There are some versions of the LRM. We shall consider the ordinary symmetric LRM 9L

9R) proposed in Ref. 3 having in Higgs sector the bi-doublet

1 1 1 444) 0) 'Do'� DO2 2 1 2

and two triplets ++
6L JR++

AL (1, 0 2 6+ ARA 1 2 6+L R

JO JoR
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where in brackets the quantum numbers of the SU(2)L, SU(2)R and the U(1)B-L gauge groups

are given. At such a choice of the Higgs sector the neutrino has a Majorana nature.

We shall use the Higgs potential proposed by the authors of Ref.[4] and take the Yukawa

Lagrangian determining the gauge invariant interaction in the lepton sector in the form

[TT C.2(,F.Ly = EJh.bq.L'(PTbR + h'abT.V�%R + ifab aL &L)TbL + (L - R)] + conj.1, (1)
ab

where TaL describes the left-handed lepton doublet

( laa ) L

(va is the light neutrino) while TaR describes the right-handed lepton doublet

( Nlaa ) R 

(Na is the heavy neutrino), r,2,3 are the Pauli matrices, C is the charge conjugation matrix,

r2d)*,r2 a and b label different generations, hab, h' d fab = fba axe the bidoublet and theab

triplet Yukawa coupling constants (YCC'S).

After spontaneous symmetry breaking

SU(2)R x SU(2)L X UB-L 4 SU(2)L X UY 4 U(1)Q,

we obtain 14 physical Higgs bosons: 4 doubly charged scalars 4 singly charged scalars1,2

hW and W 4 neutral scalaxs S,2,3,4 and 2 neutral pseudoscalars P1,2- Masses of these bosons

axe the functions on the vacuum expectation values (VEV) of the neutral components of the

Higgs fields

< Jo VLR < 4PO >= k1, < 4D > k2,LR >= f- , 1 2v2

(VL < < max (ki, k2) < < VR) and on a big number of self'-coupling constants entering the scalax

potential. Of all the Higgs bosons, A(+±), h(+), &) and SI bosons will be of our main interest1,2

here because the current data allow their masses to lie o the electroweak scale (S1 boson is the

analogue of the SM Higgs boson).

Rom the expression for the Yukawa Lagrangian it follows that the LRM includes the interac-

tions generating the lepton flavour violation (LFV) at the tree level. The form and the intensity

of these interactions is defined by the choice of the Higgs potential too. This circumstance is

caused by the transition from the gauge basis to the basis of the mass eigenstates for the Higgs

bosons. In the theories with massive neutrino the existence of such interactions and the neutri-

nos mixings axe the two sides of the same occurrence connected with the choice of the Yukawa

Lagrangian. We recall that the Higgs doublet of the SM does not generate the LFV because

the mass matrix is directly proportional to the Yukawa, coupling matrix, so, diagonalization of

the former automatically diagonalizes the latter. In the LRM the mass matrix (MM) of the

Higgs bosons is the sum of the four matrices: 1) the M of the scalar neutral Higgses 2 the
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MM of the pseudoscalar neutral Higgses 3 the MM of the singly charged Higgses 4 the MM

of the doubly charged Higgses. Each of them is the product of the Yukawa coupling matrices

on appropriate VEV. Since the Yukawa coupling matrices are generally not simultaneously di-

agonalizable, diagonalization of the MM will not, as a rule, diagonalize the Yukawa coupling

matrices, leading to the LFV at the tree level. It is pertinent to note that when the non diagonal

elements of the Yukawa coupling matrices are equal to zero then the mixing angles between the

neutrino generations axe equal to zero too.

With the help of Eq.(1) (for details, see Ref.[5]) we obtain the Lagrangians describing the

interaction between leptons and the physical Higgs bosons

Ld f b (++)c j ao [lar(l + -Y5)IbCOd- lac(l - Y5)IbSOdIAl + (Al A2, Od -+ Od - 7r + Cnj 2)
ab 2 2

L" Ej[ava lbh(+)T7a(l - Y5)lb 0tNa1,h(+))V-(1 + -5)lb]h(+)-
ab

_[fab'- [1ca 1+ -Y5)V + 0�-N-j,�(+)Tcb(l - Y5)Na]S(+) + coni-1, (3)
v12

Li' E ajjS1 laALS1, (4)
ab

where
habk2 - h,,bkl h.bk2-- hfabkl

2k+ lbh(+) 2k+

a- 01 k+ v/2
'Wa 10(+) - (a30 /k2 + 2p - P3)VR'

Cel-IbS1 = 72k+ [MaJ.bCO, + (habkl - habk2)SO,]

k+ V�2 2,k2 coo COS Oo, soo = sin Oo, co, = COS Od, Sd = sin Od, 00 (0d) is the mixing

angles in the sector neutral (doubly charged) Higgs bosons, oei, pi and pi axe the self-couplings

constants entering the Higgs potential (we use the same notation as in Ref. [5]).

Now we shall express the coupling constants (CC's) determining interactions between Higgs

bosons and leptons in terms of the lepton sector parameters. We shall do it restricting ourselves

to the two-flavor approximation. For this purpose we need the neutrino mass matrix M. On

the basis XpT T NT VT ATT this matrix takes the form(1"�Ll aRl bL7"bR)

faaVL Ma fabVL MD
Ma

M D faaVR MD fabVR
b (5)

fabVL MD fbbVL MD
b

MD fabVR MD fbbVR

where
Ma = haak, + h'ak2, (6)

D a

MD = habkl + h'abk2- (7)
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It could be shown that the elements of the matri M are connected with the neutrino

oscillations parameters by the following expressions 61

a = 2 2 +"128 + M4 82
MD CVa'Wa -MICO M3SO ON ON

(8)
M = a (�Pa -+ Wb, OvN ---� 0,N + 7r),D D 2

MD CWaSWb co� SO (Ml - M3) + SWa CPb CON SON M4 - M2), (9)

fabVR SWa Wb co S� (M3 - M0 + CVa CWb CON SON M4 - M2), (10)

faaVR (SVaCO� )2M, + (CWa CON ) 2M2 + (SV,,50� )2 M3 + (CWa SON )2 M4,

fbbVR faaVR(�Pa -+ Wb, ON ON + 2r),

f11'VL = fVR(Wl,1 - 01,1 + -'r), 1, 1 = a, b, (12)
2

where Va is the mixing angle in the a generation between the light neutrino and the heavy

neutrino, Ov(ON) is the mixing angle between the VaL nutrino and the VbL neutrino (NaR and

NM), CWa = COS Va, SVa = Sin Wa and so on.

So, in the LRM most of the CC'S are the functions of the neutrino oscillation parameters.

As m, < MN, then the values of these CC'S are practically not sensitive to the masses and

the mixing angles in the light neutrino sector. They are mainly defined by the masses and the

mixing angles of the heavy neutrinos. It should be stressed that this property is common for all

the models with the "see-saw" mechanism, i.e. for the models with one or more heavy neutrinos.

Taking into consideration both the definition of m' and the formula for the charged leptonD

masses

Ml. = haak2 + h'aa )�l

it is not difficult to obtain

h' k - haak, I tan 2a tan,6aa _ ( 2MIa + Ma
aV.1.h = 2,6) 2 D

2k+ 2k+(1 - tan 1 tan

I +tan 2a 2ml. tan,6 2 2

P:; 2k+ ( - an2 11 +tan 2,6 + CIP. S�2 (M2CON + M4S91)] (13)

where tan, = kl/k2.

The analogous calculations lead to the expressions

h' k - h ak2 1 +tan 2,8 2m' tan,8
aNal.h(+ = aq a = - D

2k+ 2k+ (1 - tan2,8) ( 1 + tan2

1 tan 2 # C2 S2 ) tan,6
� [ 2c., S.. (M2 ON M4 ON -la (14)

2k+ (1 - tan 2 # 1 +tan 2a

a-F-lbhW MD SWac Wb CON SON M4 - M2) (15)

2k+ 2k+

MD tan SWacWb( ON SON M4 - M2) tan,8
(16)

c'77a'bh(+' - k+ (I +tan 2,8) k+ (I tan 2,8) 7

and the relation

ala Nbh ;Z� a1a1bS1 (17)

V2
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3. The bounds on the model parameters

Plenty of information on the CC's can be obtained from the results of the low energy experiments

investigating the elastic scattering off neutrinos on electrons. For the ultimate determination of

the V - A form of the corresponding interaction Lagrangian in these processes it is necessary to

detect the final charged lepton and the neutrino. Since at present that is impossible experimen-

tally, one could not say here about the eventual establishing the V - A structure. The situation

is the same as in the case of the direct leptonic decays

y- -+ e-Pevp, r- -+ ePv,, (18)

or of the inverse leptonic decays

ve- -+ p-ve, ve - r-ve. (19)

It is well known that all the results in the above cases at low energies may be parametrized

in terms of complex amplitudes AA, and the Fermi coupling constant GF, using the matrix

element

M 4GF E g < i�A n I ve, > < TFx I ny I xA > (20)
-,f2 AA

where X = ,,r, the type of interaction (IS 1 for scalar, FV = -y. for vector, I'T = r,,/V/2 for

tensor) is labelled by -y and the chiral projections of the leptons left-, right- by A A'. The helicities

n and m of the v and vX are then determined by the values of -y A and A'. The amplitudes

ly , and GF constitute 19 independent real parameters to be determined by experiment. The9AA
SM interactions (SU(2)L structure) corresponds to one single amplitude gV being unity andLL
all the others being zero.

In the LRM the inverse muon decay is described by the diagrams shown in Fig.l. The

appearance of the diagram with the hH-exchange in the s-channel is caused by the Majorana

nature of the neutrino. The usual direction of the fermion line corresponds to the description of

the charged fermion in terms of the spinor u, while the inverse one means the use of the charge
v vconjugate spinor v. In our case we have the four nonvanishing amplitudes, namely gLL , 9RR7

S S9LL, and gRR, The current experimental bounds on these at 90% CL are [1]
gV J> 06, 1 gV 1< 0033, 1 9SL 1< 0.55, 1 gsR < 0066. (21)
LL RR

Using these bounds and the expression for the matrix element of the muon decay one finds the

following inequalities
aVeh(+)aT;,,uh(+) < 054 x 10-6GeV-2 (22)

M2h
Ce2

PCuh(+) X 10-6 GeV -2 (23)_2 < 066
Mh

feefmi, < 0907 x 10-"GeV -2 (24)
M?
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e A

W-, hH, SHI hH

S(-)

//ll. Ve

Figure 1: The Feynman diagrams for the inverse muon decay in the LRM.

AL < log X 1-5 -2'M? GeV (25)

Further one should check whether the obtained bounds come into conflict with those following

from the data existing in literature. At present the limits on the triplet YCC's are in existence

only (see 7 and references therein). For example, the nalysis of the Bliablia-scattering cross

section at SLAC and DESY gives

f.2 f I 1 ]_0-6 -2,
+ ;�2a < 97 x GeV (26)

2 

while non-observation of the decay M- -+ e--y leads to te constraint

1 -2
fed'�A 1 < 2 x 0-1OGeV (27)

1 + ;�2a 2

Calculating the width of the decay

p - e-e+e- (28)

and comparing the obtained result with the experimental data, we get more strict limits than

in Eq. 27)

-2al a2 2.33 10-"GeV (29)

Due to the relation 29) it is necessary to distinguish two scenarioes. In the first scenario

the mass of the W boson is on an electroweak scale, but the masses of the A(+:L) bosons axe1,2

outside of the electroweak scale. In order to make (++) bosons to be heavy we should demand1,2

P3/2 - pi - 1, P2 � 1. (30)
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At the same time in order to keep the �(+) boson on the electroweak scale we should make the

fine tuning of the self-couplings constants entering into the Higgs potential

2 2 
PI - P3/2 a3k+/(2k- 10-2.

02 (31)
1

Now simultaneous fulfillment of Eqs. 25) and 29) can be provided under sufficiently large

values of fp.

In the second scenario both m and MA2 belong to the electroweak scale (the value of mA,

does not play a special role). Then, from Eq.(29) it follows the value of f, should be ne ligibly

small. Further we assume that Nature chose the second scenario.

Now we consider the CC's belonging to the rlepton sector. The experimental bounds on

the non-standard couplings obtained from the CLEO measurement of Michel parameters are

less restrictive. At 90% CL the constraints on the couplings relevant to the case axe [8]

gV j< 1., I gV I< 02, 1 9S I I RSR 1< 02. (32)

From Eq. 32) it follows

aP�eh(+)ap,,rh(+) < 016 x 1-5GeV-2 (33)
M2h

OZ-9,Th(+) "� 0 (34)

feJ,, < 33 x 1-5GeV-2, (35)
M?

f'�2
10-5 -2.< 066 x GeV (36)M?

5
Analyzing the expression for the width of the decay

,r- e-e+e-, (37)

we can find

- < 1.8 x 10-8 -2 (38)feefe, ;W4 + ;W4 GeVAl A2

When the A(±+) boson has mass about 1 TeV and m (±± > m,,(±±) then Eq.(38) gets
Al 2

feefe < .8 x 1-2. (39)

Rom this inequality it follows that the bounds on e and fe, given by Es.(35) and 36), look

quite plausible.

Sometimes under looking non-standard interactions (NSI's) of neutrinos instead of Eq.(20)

one uses another parametrization, namely, one enters phenomenological parameters R and EaR

which characterize the strength of the NSI's with respect to GF. Then the NSI's of neutrinos

would be described by the contact Lagrangian

-L = 2v12GF_9.-Y,.PLV.(E.Rj-Y"PRe + E.Lj-Y'PLe).
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The most accurate measurement of the cross section ve 4 vee has been performed by the

LSND collaboration 9]. The earliest experiment by Reines, Gurr and Sobel RGS) for the elastic

scattering of reactor T7e off electrons [101, still remains the most precise. The results by the RGS

experiment were reanalyzed later in [11) where a better-understood reactor -e spectrum is used

to derive the cross section. Unfortunately, analysis those experiments give a rather vast

region of the allowed values of the parameters CeL and EeR, in which the strength of the extra

interactions could be as large as - 2 12]. It is obvious that these borders are less restrictive

than those given by Eqs. 22) and 24).

More stronger limits on the parameters EeR and EeL cn be obtained by experiments sensitive

to the differential cross section of the ve elastic scattering at E, P m In this respect the

Borexino experiment which is the laboratory-style experiment is a unique tool for investigating

the NSI's of neutrinos. The Borexino detector can investigate the monoenergetic Beryllium

neutrinos from the Sun, with E, = 086 MeV what allows to measure the energy spectrum of

the recoil electron with very high precision.

It should be stressed that the analysis of the current data based on the assumption of the

SU(2)L structure of the NSI's (EaR = ), in general, gives more stronger bounds on phenomeno-

logical parameters CaL [13].

4. The muon anomalous magnetic moment

During the years 1968-1977 the anomalous magnetic moment (AMM) of muon has been measured

at CERN with the help of a muon storage ring. The ore recent experiments at Brookhaven

National Laboratory (BNL) on Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (BNL-E-0821) are based on

the same concept.

The first BNL result based on the data taken through 1997 was 14]

aex = 116 592 500 ± 1500) x 10-"Mo (BNL'97), (40)
JA

where po is the muon magnetic moment predicted by Dirac's theory. The 1998 and 1999 runs

had much higher statistics and gave the results with increased precision [151

aexp (116 591 910 590) x 10-"po (BNL'98) (41)

and 161

aAexp (116 592 020 160) x 10-1'�fzo (BNL'99). (42)

The BNL'98 and BNL'99 results averaged with older Measurements made at CERN brought to

the following value of the muon AMM

aex = 116 592 023 ± 151) 10-'lpo, (43)
A

Notice that the relative errors are measured in ppm (parts per million) units, to be contrasted

with the ppb level of accuracy achieved in the electron ase.
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In order for theory to match such an accurate measurement, calculations in the SM have

to be pushed to their very limits. So, to compare with the experimental accuracy prediction

the contributions of all sectors of the SM (or its extension) have to be known very precisely.

Therefore, the SM expression for the muon AMM am should include the following terms
IL

asm a QED + a EW + a had (44)
A A A A 

in which aQED = 11 658 4705.7(2.9) x 10-"po (see 17] and references therein) and aEW -
A

152(4) x 10-11po (see [18] and references therein).

The hadronic contributions need special attention. On the level of Feyruman diagrams, they

arise through loops of virtual quarks and gluons. These loops also involve the soft scales, and

therefore cannot be computed reliably in perturbative QCD. The term ahad is mainly defined

by virtual hadronic contributions to the photon propagator in 4h ahad(Vpj) and 6h order,
A

hadwhere the latter includes hadronic vacuum polarization a A (VP2 ad light-by-light scattering

ahad(LbyL).A
The dominant contribution to ahad as well as one of the largest ambiguities in its value comes

IL

from the a had(VP1). The a had (VP1) has been derived in Refs. 19] from the ee- hadronic
A A

cross section and the hadronic decay data

a had(Vpj) = 6 924(62) x 10-11. (45)
A

Evolution of 3-loop hadron vacuum polarization contribution ahad(VP2) has given the re-A
sult 20]

ahad (VP2) = 100(6) x 10-11M0. (46)A

It is important to keep in mind that all the estimations of the LyL scattering contribution

ahad(LbyL) made so fax are model dependent. The calculations are based on the chiral per-A
turbation or on the extended Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model. Also the vector meson dominance is

assumed and the phenomenological parametrization of the pion form factor 7r-y*-y* is introduced

for regularizing the divergences. The previous average value for ahad(LbyL) is given by 21]

ahad (LbyL = 85(25) x 10-11yo. (47)
A

With this value the total SM prediction was

asm = 116 591 597(67) x 10-11po. (48)

Comparing Eq. 48) with the experimental average in Eq. 43) one could find

Ja a exp asm - 426(165) x 10-11po. (49)

Eq. 49) meant that there was the 26 deviation between the BNL experiment and the SM

prediction.
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Recently theoretical prediction for the ahad (LbyL) has undergone significant revision becauseA
of the change in the sign. Taking the average of these nw results one finds 22]

asm = 116 591 770(70) X lo-11 P0. (50)

Using Es. (50) and 43) one could obtain

Ja, = 260(160) X 1-11,Lo. (51)

Thus the deviation value has dropped from 26 up to 16 .

On July 30, 2002 Muon g-2 Collaboration announced the new result based on the data

collected in the year 2000 23)

a"P = 116 592 040(70)(50) x 10-1'po. (BNL'OO) (52)
A

An uncertainty of BNL'OO is almost two times smaller than in BNL'99 and only two times

larger than the final aim of the BNL-E-0821 experiment (the aim of the Brookhaven (g - 2,

Collaboration is to reach a precision of 035 ppm). With this new result the present world

average experimental value is

a" = 116 592 030(80) 10_11p(- (53)A

So, the deviation between BNL'OO and the SM prediction has reached the value

Ja, = 303.3(106.9) x 10-11po, (54)

i.e. the deviation will have been as large as 3 or.

However, it was not the end of the story. The recent analysis made in Ref. 24] showed a

discrepancy between the a had(Vpj) value obtained exclusively from ee- data and that which

axises if only T data axe used. We recall that the inclusion of -r-decay data introduces sys-

tematic uncertainties originating from isospin symmetry breaking effects which are difficult to

estimate 25]. For this reason some authors axe not includingr data and are working with the

e+e- data only.
In Ref. 26] an update of analysis of ahad(Vpl

JA ) has een performed following a reevaluation

by the CMD-2 Collaboration of their ee- annihilation cross sections. Part of the previous

discrepancy between the ee- and -r7rir spectral functions has now disappeared so that the

corresponding evaluations of a had(VP1) axe closer. However, incompatible cross section mea-

surements remain between 0.85 and GeV so that one does not proceed with an average of the

two evaluations. The ee- and -based predictions axe

ba = 22.1 ± 7.2hadLO ± Mother + 8.0,XP x 10-101-Lo, fe+e- - based] (55)

ba, = 7.4 ± 5.8hadLO ± Mother ± 8Oexp) > 10-1"ILo, [, - based], (56)
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where the first error quoted is specific to each approach, the second is due to contributions other

than hadronic vacuum polarization, and the third is the BNL-E-0821 experimental error. The

differences (55) and 56) correspond to 19 and 07 standard deviations, respectively.

Although experiment and theory have now both reached the same level of accuracy

8 x 10-10 :z�0.7 ppm) the present discrepancy between the ee- and based evaluations makes

the interpretation of the BNL'OO result a delicate issue as far as evidence for new physics signal.

It is clear that the prospects for additional high statistics data in the future, either from KLOE or

from BaBar, axe most welcome. On the other hand, if the present discrepancy in the evaluations

of ahad(Vpl) finds a solution in the future, and if the experimental error is further reduced,

then the theoretical uncertainty on the light-by-light scattering contribution will constitute the

next serious limitation for the (g - 2, problem.

Further we believe that there is some room for new physics in the BNL-E-0821 results, i.e.

the deviation of JaA is attributed to effects of the physics beyond the SM. If the difference

between the experiment and SM prediction is as large as 19 or, then at 95% CL, JaAlpo must

lie in the range 71.63 x 10-1 < al, < 365.86 x 10-11. (57)
AO

We shall consider the (g - 2 anomaly within the LRM assuming that

(a QED + a had)SM = (a QED +a had )LRM, but (a EW)SM =,4 (a EW )LRM.
A A A A IL A

Contributions to a from extra gauge bosons Z2 and W2 have been calculated in Ref. 271.

However, the contribution coming from the Z2 gauge boson is negative while in order to ac-

commodate the discrepancy between the BNL-E-0821 results and the LRM prediction the mass

value of the W2 gauge boson should lie around 100 GeV, which is clearly ruled out by the current

data.

It is appears that in the LRM the Higgs bosons may give significant contributions to the

muon AMM. We remember, that in the SM, the Higgs boson contribution to a is negligible

because TCph coupling is extremely small, namely - m/v, where v is a vacuum expectation

value (VEV) being equal to 246 GeV.

In Ref. 28] it was shown that to explain the observed value of the muon AMM by the

contributions from Si and/or h(-) bosons, it is necessary to assume that tan# = ki /k2 is close

to 1. To put this another way, the coincidence with the BNL'OO result will take place at quasi-

degeneracy of the bidoublet VEV's k1 and k2, i.e. at their fine tuning. However, the fine tuning

of the parameters always belongs to the extremely rare expedient used by Nature. For this

reason the case with the wider region of the parameters ensuring the agreement between the

theory and the experiment looks more natural. The situation with the dominating contribution

to the muon AMM from (--) and/or �(-) bosons is just such a case.2

The diagrams giving the contribution to the muon AMM are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

12
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2

Figure 2 One-loop diagrams contributing to the muon AMM due to the doubly charged Higgs

boson A(--).2

The strategy of our calculation is as follows. To ealuate the VEV of the right-handed Higgs

triplet VR we invoke the relation

M _ 2
VR W2 W1 (58)

g2 1 + tan22�)'
L

The current bounds on the W2 gauge boson mass and the mixing angle vary within a broad

range in relation to what kind of reactions and what assumptions have been made at analysis.

For example, the lower bound on mw2 being equal to 484 GeV is obtained from the investigation

of the polarized muon decay under assumption 0. The analysis of the process b + s leads

to the constraints

-0-0 < < 0.003.

Having specified mw2= 0.8 TeV and = 1-2 we could evaluate VR-

With the help of Eqs.(11) and 12) it is possible to estimate the mixing angles between light

and heavy neutrinos. Taking into account that m, < m, we find

sin 2W. 2fjj,_,/vRvL (59)
C2 MN, + S2 MN,

N ON

2f,,-VVRVL
sin 2W, zt� (60)

32 MN, 4 MN'
ON N r

The estimation Of VL could be done with the help of quantity

M2c2
P= 

M2
W

Which in the LRM is given by the relation 29]

1 + 4x (61)

1 + 2x'

'Where

X (VL )2.

k+
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Figure 3 One-loop diagrams contributing to the muon AMM due to the singly charged Higgs
boson S(-).

As the experiment for today yields

p = 10107 ± 00006,

then the value Of VL can reach 13 GeV.
AThen setting values of MN,,, MN,, ON and VL we can present the quantities o., o,, flr MD

and MD as the functions of fA.

In numerical calculations we shall use the following parameters values

MN,, I 10 GeV, MN, 125 GeV, VL = 017 GeV, (62)
tan,6 0.8, Ce = 1 = ON = 078

and assume such hierarchy of the Higgs boson masses MS = 1.05 MA2 In the MA2 V fA,.

parameter space two contour lines corresponding to the 6a.lpo values 71.63 x 10-11 and 365.86 x

10-11 are shown in Fig.4. The range of the Higgs boson sector parameters allowed by the BNL'OO

result lies between those contours.

With the increase of heavy neutrino masses the function f11A(MA2) grows faster. In Fig.5 we

display the results for the case N,, = 900 and N = 100 GeV (all the remaining parameters

have been left without change). Analysis shows that the reduction of tan,6 results in decreasing

fAA as a function of MA2 

It should be stressed that even if the muon AMM is indeed caused by the contribution coming

from the ( and/or �(-) bosons then we are still far from the final definition of the heavy2

14
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Figure 4 Contours of the one-loop contributions from te �(-) and (,--) bosons to the muon
AMM at mN, = 110 and MN, = 25 GeV.

neutrino parameters. Really, having established the values of Jmm, VL and VR we shall obtain

only two equations for the definition of the quantities VI,, ON, mN,, and mN,, that is obviously

not enough. However, what is most important here is the following. The way of determining

the parameters of the heavy neutrino without their direct observation becomes to be evident.

For example, we could investigate the reactions

P A A A It' r 7 'r 7 (63)

which may be observed at the muon colliders. Since all these reactions are going through the

s-channels with the exchanges of the (--) boson then their cross sections have the resonance

peak related to this boson. Investigating these reactions we could determine ilm, f., and f,.

Then the use of Eqs. (10 - 12) will allow to define te regions in which the values of heavy

neutrino masses and mixing angles axe constrained.

5. Neutrino oscillations

For the sake of simplicity we assume that the neutrino tansition magnetic dipole moments are

very small. We shall also neglect the influence of the heavy neutrino sector on the oscillation

picture of the light neutrinos in matter. Then the evolution equation for the neutrino flux con-

sisting of the left-handed and the right-handed light neutrinos is decoupled on two independent

systems which describe the neutrinos with the same helicity. The subject of our investigation

15
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Figure 5: The same as Figure 4 but for mN, = 900 and mN, = 1100 GeV

will be the neutrino flux including the VL, mL and L. The matrix connecting the weak and

the mass eigenstates has the following form

Ve V1

VA U V2

V'r V3

C12C13 512C13 S13e-'j V1
-S12C23 - 12S23S13e M C12C23 -812S23813eij 823C1 V2 (64)
S12S23 - 12C23S13e i(5 -C12S23 - 812C2013eij C23C1 V3

where Cik = COS �Pik and Sik = Sin Wik and the is the CP violating phase.

In vacuum for the weak eigenstates the evolution in time is given in ultrarelativistic limit

E > max(ml, M2, M3) through the Schr6dinger-like equation

Ve Ve 0 0 Ve

i d VI, IR V VM U 0 A21 0 Ut VM (65)
dz VT VT 0 0 A31 Vr

where Ai = m - �)/2E i j = 23, E is the neutrino energy and we have taken the liberty11 Mj 
of omitting a term proportional to the unit matrix.

Owing to the charged current contributions to the VaLe- forward scattering, a matter modi-

fies both the diagonal and the nondiagonal elements of the Hamiltonian Rv. The corresponding

Feynman diagrams are shown in Figs.6 and 7.

We have not been taking into consideration the diagrams with the exchanges of the addi-

tional, relative to the SM, gauge bosons because their corrections to the matter potential are of

16
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Figure 6 The Feynman diagrams corresponding to the process eVL -+ e-VL in the SM.

order of one percent 30]. Rewriting the amplitudes wth the help of the Fierz transformation

and averaging the electron field bilinear over the background we find that the diagrams displayed

in Fig.7 give the following contributions to the solar matter potential (SMP)

VI.h(+)ap, lbh(+) fel.felb ne (r), (66)
. = (C, 2 ,2

Mh M � )

where n,(r) is the electron density. Adding these contributions to those coming from the dia-

grams shown in Fig.6 we obtain for the SMP

g L2 1 2
ee = nn(,r - n,.(,r)] + VZ, Vaa -' nn(r) + VZ, Va b = Vj,

4m 2 1 2 8,M 2W W

where nn H is the neutron density. Then the evolution equation for the flavor neutrino functions

is given by d

iWz- X = HMT, (67)

where

M V +VH m = v + VH M12 1 W23 =: 'Hv23 + VH VS = f2GFn,2 ep 13 13 CT /Ar

,H = HV VSM + VH
11 11 + + KY, H22 = 42 + 'VI'tO IG = H3v3 7

In the most simple case when only the electron and the muon neutrinos are mixed and the

adiabatic effects are small the daytime survival probability of the left-handed electron neutrino

,V2v is defined by the expressionve-4ve

,P2v 2
V,-+V,(AM127012;n,!) [I + cos 212 cos 2012 (68)

2
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Figure 7 The additional compared to the SM Feynman diagrams for the process e-VL - e-VL

axising in the LRM-

where for simplicity we have ignored the phase, and 12 is the effective mixing agle at the point

of the neutrino production, given by

2- AM12 sin 2012 4EVI�m
tan 2012 [AM2 (69)

12 cos 2012 - 2EVSM] + 2E[VH - FH]'

In the SM the survival probability of the electron neutrinos in the case of three neutrino

oscillations, p3','V I can be simply related to the survival probability, p2.v V, 7 for two neutrino

oscillations by equation 31]

.p3v = S4 p2v 2 4
ve-4ve 013 ,-,,(A12,012;necos 013)+sin 013- (70)

That appears to be possible since at the resonance v, - v,, the 3 x 3 Hamiltonian matrix

written in the flavor basis breaks apart into the 2 x 2 Hamiltonian matrix with n, -+ n, cos 2 012-

However, in the LRM the situation is not so simple. Here, the interaction Hamiltonian is not

diagonal in the flavor basis. Even if we made the simplified assumptions

VII = VH = 
e1r Wr

we could not manage to connect p3v and p2v VC in the way as it was in the SM. For theVe_+Ve Ve +

LRM the analytic expression for the survival probability of the left-handed electron neutrino in

the three flavor approximation was obtained in Ref 7 It has a very complicated form and up

to now was not used for the analysis of the solar and/or atmospheric neutrino data.

Let us estimate the maximum values of the contributions to the SMP caused by the Higgs

bosons. When one assumes a-Feeh(+) Zt� ag,,,,h(+) and fee ;z: f, then the correction V could

reach the values 15.5%Vsm. Note that in the case of the opposite signs of the amplitudes gRsR

18



Sand gLL (see Eq.(21) this correction could be as large as 22%VSM. Since there is no plausible

information on the quantities aVXh(+), then, in evaluating we set

aV,,uh(+) = ag,,rh(+) == O (71)

Then, using Eqs.(25) and 32) we are led to the results

'-1A = 6.6%VSM VI, = 40%VSM.

When Eq.(71) is fulfilled we obtain the greatest possible corrections to the nondiagonal Hamil-

tonian elements as follows

VH = 16%VSMVff = 25%VSM, pr

So, in the LRM the motion of the neutrino flux in matter is described within the hybrid three-

neutrino scheme (neutrino oscillations non standard neutrino interactions). As a result the

investigations could go in two different directions. The first approach, which is more traditional,

uses the current best-fit points for the neutrino oscillation parameters in order to obtain the

bounds on non standard neutrino interactions (see, for eample, Ref. 32]). The second way is to

set the values of the corrections to the matter potential nd find allowed regions of the neutrino

oscillations parameters with the help of solar and/or atmospheric neutrino experiments.

Of course, both approaches cannot leave aside the constraints which emerge from the labora-

tory experiments with the neutrinos oscillating in vacuum. This is worth to keep in mind, that

if the properties of v, and v,, are tested for a long time., the v, properties began to be studied

in laboratory completely recently (since 2001). In other words at present the most part of the

bounds on NSI's for , rather apply to the -r lepton which is its SU(2)L partner.

We recall that the approach supposing the absence of neutrino oscillations and explaining

the problems of the solar and atmospheric neutrino only extremely by the NSI's is considered

now as being usatisfactory.

6. Conclusions

We have investigated the Higgs sector structure of the eft right model. It consists of 14 physical

Higgs bosons. The current data allows seven of them (A,(++), �(+), h(+) and Si) to have masses

at the electroweak scale. The coupling constants of these Higgs bosons have been expressed

in terms of the oscillation parameters of the heavy neutrinos. We have found the electroweak

corrections to the value of the muon AMM coming from the Higgs bosons. We have shown

that the BNL'OO result could be explained by the Higgs sector contributions. Comparing the

theoretical and experimental results we have established the allowed values regions for the Higgs

sector parameters. Since the Higgs bosons contributions are the functions of the heavy neutrinos

sector parameters then the obtained bounds contain information about the heavy neutrinos as

well.
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We have considered the picture of the light neutrino oscillations. According to the left

right model prediction the matter potential (MP) could receive the contributions caused by the

interactions between Higgs bosons and leptons. We have shown that these contributions may

considerably change the MP compared with the SM prediction. It is evident that we could

use the current data for the neutrino oscillations in matter to obtain the bounds on the Higgs

sector parameters. As a result the information about the heavy neutrinos could also be obtained

under investigation of the light neutrinos oscillating in matter. Therefore, the analysis of the

(g - 2 anomaly and the oscillations of the light neutrinos gives the opportunity to constrain

the parameters of the heavy neutrinos in the nearest future.
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